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Abstract— Multi-view data can represent objects from different
perspectives and thus provide complementary information for
data analysis. A topic of great importance in multi-view learning
is to locate a low-dimensional latent subspace, where common
semantic features are shared by multiple data sets. However, most
existing methods ignore uncorrelated items (i.e., view-specific
features) and may cause semantic bias during the process of com-
mon feature learning. In this article, we propose a non-negative
correlated and uncorrelated feature co-learning (CoUFC) method
to address this concern. More specifically, view-specific (uncor-
related) features are identified for each view when learning the
common (correlated) feature across views in the latent semantic
subspace. By eliminating the effects of uncorrelated information,
useful inter-view feature correlations can be captured. We design
a new objective function in CoUFC and derive an optimization
approach to solve the objective with the analysis on its conver-
gence. Experiments on real-world sensor, image, and text data
sets demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms the state-
of-the-art multiview learning methods.

Index Terms— Co-learning, correlated features, multi-view
data, uncorrelated features.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, multi-view learning [1], [2] has been
attracting increasing research attention in machine learning.

In practical applications, multi-view data are common. Data
about the same entity are often collected from different sources
or channels with different descriptions, called modalities or
views [3]. For example, in intelligent transportation systems,
acoustic and seismic sensors are deployed to record different
signals of one vehicle. In image recognition tasks, each image
can be represented by diverse visual modalities, such as color
histograms and texture structures. Also, in the dissemination
of news, a specific piece of news is often written in dif-
ferent languages [4]–[6]. It is useful to take advantage of
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the information from different views about the same entity,
as they represent the entity from different perspectives and thus
can provide complementary information to enhance learning
effectiveness. Multi-view learning is a useful technique to
achieve this objective [7].

Multi-view learning has been an important machine learning
research topic over the past decade [8]. Existing multi-view
learning methods mostly aim to learn a unified function
which combines all views and jointly optimizes them to
improve the generalization performance [9], [10]. In particular,
there has been some significant developments in the use
of non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) for multi-view
learning [11]–[14]. Nevertheless, these methods often ignore
view-specific information, also called uncorrelated features,
in each individual view during common subspace learning.
In our previous work [15], this problem has been attempted
by learning two projection matrices to transform the data
matrix of each view to the common feature matrix and its
individual information matrix in the latent subspace. Thus,
the uncorrelated features are separated from the inter-view
correlations, and a promising description of multi-view data
can be obtained. However, there exist some major drawbacks
in this approach: regarding the correlated feature matrix across
views, it only depends on the corresponding projection matrix
in each view. Besides, the method separates the uncorrelated
information from the common features at the initial stage
only, and the corresponding optimization of correlated feature
matrix is independent of the uncorrelated feature matrix. This
neglects the mutual interaction between them and cannot
separate the remaining uncorrelated items in common features
during the iterative optimization process.

To tackle these problems, we propose a new non-negative
correlated and uncorrelated feature co-learning (CoUFC)
method for multi-view data. It couples the correlated feature
matrix and the uncorrelated ones together to reconstruct data
matrices by corresponding basis matrices. Thus, they can be
mutually updated in the iterative optimization process. In par-
ticular, the proposed CoUFC extends the multi-view NMF
(multi-NMF) model and jointly factorizes data matrices of
different views. Each data matrix is factorized into a consensus
encoding matrix (correlated features), a view-specific encoding
matrix (uncorrelated features) and their corresponding basis
matrices. Through joint optimization and updating between
inter-view correlated features and uncorrelated features in each
individual view, the uncorrelated information for each view
can be separated from the correlated features step by step
during the iterative optimization process (not just at the initial
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stage), and thus more comprehensive multi-view correlations
in the latent subspace can be obtained. This article contributes
to the multi-view learning literature as follows.

1) In CoUFC, both correlated features and uncorrelated
features are considered within the whole optimization
process of learning the latent shared representation for
multi-view data.

2) Local invariant graph regularization and the structured
sparse regularizer are adopted to further improve the
quality of feature correlations.

3) A new object function is designed and an efficient opti-
mization approach is proposed to jointly transform and
update correlated and uncorrelated features. Moreover,
the convergence proof is given.

The proposed CoUFC method is evaluated on four
real-world multi-view data sets, and the experimental results
demonstrate its superiority when compared to state-of-the-art
multi-view learning methods.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II gives a brief review of multi-NMF and some
related works of this article. Section III describes the proposed
CoUFC model and presents the optimization processes in
detail. Section IV analyzes the convergence and the complexity
of the proposed method. Experimental results and discussion
are presented in Section V. Section VI gives the conclusion
remarking.

II. RELATED WORKS

In this section, we briefly review the basic multi-NMF and
some related works of this article.

A. Multi-NMF

Given the set of data instances with H views
{

X (v)
}H

v=1,
where X (v) ∈ Rdv×n

+ . The basic multi-NMF [16] tries to learn
a latent common subspace by the shared encoding matrix V

min
H∑

v=1

‖X (v) −U (v)V‖2
F

s.t. U (v) ≥ 0, V ≥ 0. (1)

In this way, each instance across views is forced to have the
same encoding in V and all the basis matrices for different
views are coupled together by V . Thus, through joint opti-
mization of different variables in (1) as that for NMF [17],
the common features across views in the latent subspace can
be obtained. The updating rules for U (v) in each view and V
across views are as follows:

U (v)
i j =

(X (v)V T )i j

(U (v)V V T )i j
U (v)

i j (2)

(V )i j ←

(∑H
v=1 U (v) X (v)

)
i j(∑H

v=1 (U (v))
T U (v)V

)
i j

(V )i j . (3)

Recently, many variants of basic multi-NMF have been
proposed to address multi-view feature learning problems and
promising results are achieved. In Section II-B, some related
works will be described.

B. Multi-View Learning

A straightforward solution for multi-view learning is to con-
catenate all views into one single view, and exploit self-defined
functions to solve it. However, this approach ignores the
inherent structures and specific statistical properties of differ-
ent views, and therefore makes sharing complementary infor-
mation across multiple views disadvantageous. Besides, this
naive combination usually incurs the curse of dimensionality,
costing huge computational resources [16]. Another category
of multi-view learning methods is called late fusion methods,
which combine the learning results in each view to obtain
the final decision [18]. Unfortunately, such methods may fail
to sufficiently fuse the complementary information among
views.

Multi-view latent subspace learning is an emerging area in
multi-view learning. Its goal is to compute a low-dimensional
common subspace (or feature representation) shared by all
views [19], [20]. Many techniques can be generalized into
multi-view subspace learning. They include canonical corre-
lation analysis [10], NMF [11], low-rank constraint [21], and
spectral embedding [22].

NMF is a promising technique for latent feature repre-
sentation learning. It is based on the intuition of integrating
the parts into the whole. In other words, the learned latent
features in NMF can be interpreted by the corresponding
basis components, and thus each view can be reconstructed
in the latent subspace [17]. Recently, researchers proposed
NMF-based multi-view learning methods, which achieved
competitive results among existing methods [12]–[14]. They
usually learn a variety of mapping matrices to transform all
views into the common feature subspace and employ the
regularization or consistency items to improve the compre-
hension of the latent features. For example, Liu et al. [23]
proposed a typical NMF-based multi-view learning framework
which formulates a joint matrix factorization process with the
constraint that pushes the data in each view toward a common
consensus instead of fixing it directly. After that, Ou et al. [24]
developed the multi-view NMF by patch alignment framework
with view consistency. It constructs a local patch to preserve
the local geometric structure of each view and penalizes the
disagreement across views via considering the view consis-
tency. Zong et al. [14] designed a multi-manifold regular-
ized NMF framework, in which the consensus manifold and
consensus coefficient matrix are combined to preserve local
geometric structures of the manifolds. Useful latent features
and cluster patterns can then be obtained. In [25], a diverse
NMF method is proposed to reduce the redundancy among
multi-view representations with a novel defined diversity term,
and thus the comprehensive and accurate multi-view features
are learned. Besides, graph regularized NMF-based multi-view
learning methods [26] have been designed, which can achieve
promising performance.

Nevertheless, the above NMF-based multi-view approaches
often ignore noises and uncorrelated information in the process
of common feature learning. Some researchers [15], [27]–[31]
proposed to tackle the noisy information in views by locat-
ing error matrices or uncorrelated features. For example,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the work flow of the proposed CoUFC.

Ou et al. [29] developed a coregularized multi-NMF model
with correlation constraint, which employs complementary
information of multiple views to address the presence of the
noisy views. In [30], a comprehensive latent factor learn-
ing (CLFL) method is proposed based on [23] to iden-
tify the specific latent information in each view. Moreover,
Zhao et al. [15] attempted to identify the individual items
in views by employing projection matrices to transform data
matrices to correlated features and uncorrelated features in the
latent subspace. Qiu et al. [31] extended [15] for multi-view
correlated feature learning with dual graph-regularization.
However, they only separated the uncorrelated information
from the common features at the initial stage, and they cannot
be jointly updated in the iterative optimization process. This
article is an attempt to address this limitation. It employs
the correlated features and uncorrelated features jointly to
reconstruct data matrices by corresponding basis matrices, thus
totally different models, optimization, and results are obtained.
In particular, the uncorrelated information for each view is
separated from the correlated features step by step during the
iterative optimization process (not just at the initial stage), and
thus more favorable results can be achieved. In Section III,
we will describe our proposed model in detail.

III. PROPOSED COUFC METHOD

In this section, we introduce our non-negative CoUFC
method and give the optimization processes in detail. Fig. 1
illustrates the work flow of the proposed CoUFC. Regarding
the data in each view X (v), it may contain some view-specific
information, which cannot be shared across views. Thus,
in the transformed subspace, the latent feature represented
by consensus encoding matrix should be divided into the
inter-view shared correlated feature VC and the individual
feature V (v)

I of each view. Correspondingly, using the basis

matrices U (v)
C and U (v)

I , the data matrix X (v) in each view is
reconstructed. In this way, the view-specific information can
be separated from the latent common features across views
step by step by jointly optimizing the variables. Moreover,
to preserve the local invariance structure of each view data
X (v) and the shared feature VC , the nearest neighbor graph is
employed. Besides, the structured sparse regularizer is used
for the basis matrices U (v)

C and U (v)
I to further improve the

effectiveness of the proposed CoUFC.

A. CoUFC

NMF is able to combine the parts to form the whole, which
is consistent with the cognitive process in human brains from
psychological and physiological perspectives when dealing
with multi-view data [17]. Inspired by this, we propose the
CoUFC method by extending the traditional multi-NMF. Dif-
ferent from the traditional multi-NMF, the consensus encoding
matrix in CoUFC is divided into two parts: 1) the inter-view
shared encoding matrix and 2) the view-specific encoding
matrix, as presented in Fig. 1. Therefore, two corresponding
basis matrices are modeled for each view in CoUFC to
reconstruct the original data matrix. Here, our new NMF-based
multi-view learning objective is

min
H∑

v=1

∥∥∥∥X (v) −
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

s.t.: U (v)
C , U (v)

I , VC, V (v)
I ≥ 0 (4)

where X (v) ∈ Rdv×n is the input data matrix of view v, with
n instances and dv-dimensions of attributes. VC ∈ Rmc×n

and V (v)
I ∈ Rmv×n are the inter-view shared encoding matrix

(correlated feature) and view-specific encoding matrix (uncor-
related feature), respectively. Correspondingly, U (v)

C ∈ Rdv×mc

and U (v)
I ∈ Rdv×mv are the basis matrices. In this way, the input
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data of each view is modeled to have the same correlated
feature VC and the view-specific feature V (v)

I in the latent
subspace. By jointly optimizing and updating these matrices
coupled by VC , a common feature representation across views
can be obtained.

Similar to the traditional multi-NMF, this revised model still
cannot preserve the local geometrical structure of the data
space, which has been shown to be essential for preserving
the data patterns [32]. We construct a local structure invariance
graph to regularize the data matrix X (v) of each view and the
shared feature matrix VC . As presented in [32], the weight
matrix W (v) for each view is firstly constructed based on a
p-nearest neighbor graph. Then, the weight matrix and the
similarity matrix, which measures the similarity between the
low-dimensional representations of two data instances, are
employed to model the local invariant graph regularization

� = 1

2

n∑
i, j=1

||Zi
T−Z j

T ||2W (v)
i j

=
n∑

i=1

Zi Zi
T D(v)

ii −
n∑

i, j=1

Zi Z j
T W (v)

i j

= Tr(Z T D(v) Z)− Tr(Z T W (v) Z)

= Tr(Z T L(v) Z) (5)

where Tr(.) denotes the trace of a matrix. Z = (VC)T and Zi

is the i th row of the matrix Z . D(v) is the diagonal matrix of
W (v), the items of which are column or row sums of W (v).
L(v) = D(v) − W (v) is the corresponding graph Laplacian
matrix for view v. By minimizing the regularization item
�, if the two instances X (v)

i and X (v)
j in view v are close

(i.e., W (v)
i j is large), VCi and VC j are also close to each other

in the latent subspace. Thus, the local geometric structure of
the data can be preserved.

Regarding U (v)
C and U (v)

I for each view, we explore the
structured sparse regularizer to make some basis items 0. This
makes each view independent of the latent dimensions and
can improve the flexibility and scalability of the proposed
CoUFC. As presented in [3] and [15], �2,1-norm is a useful
way for measuring structured sparsity. Therefore, we define
the sparsity constraint on U (v)

C and U (v)
I in each view as∥∥U (v)

C

∥∥
21 =

∑
j

∥∥U (v)
C j

∥∥2

∥∥U (v)
I

∥∥
21 =

∑
j

∥∥U (v)
I j

∥∥2
. (6)

Finally, by substituting the local invariant graph regulariza-
tion and the structured sparse regularizer into (4), the proposed
CoUFC model can be expressed as

min :
H∑

v=1

(∥∥∥∥X (v) −
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

+ αTr
(
VC L(v)(VC)T

)+β
(∥∥U (v)

C

∥∥
21+

∥∥U (v)
I

∥∥
21

))
s.t.: U (v)

C , U (v)
I , VC , V (v)

I ≥ 0. (7)

Herein, the regularization parameters α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0 control
the smoothness of the common representation and the sparsity
of the basis matrices, respectively. Through jointly optimizing
and updating the inter-view correlated feature matrix and the
individual-view uncorrelated feature matrices, comprehensive
multi-view correlations in the latent subspace can be obtained.

B. Optimization

The optimization objective function in (7) is not convex
with U (v)

C , U (v)
I , VC and V (v)

I coupled together. Therefore,
we can only find its local minima. To solve (7), we propose
to alternatively optimize the block of variables (U (v)

C , U (v)
I , VC

or V (v)
I ) while keeping other blocks fixed.

Step 1: Fixing U (v)
C , U (v)

I ,V (v)
I and updating the correlated

feature matrix VC . The minimization objective function over
VC is simplified as

min
VC≥0

H∑
v=1

(∥∥∥∥X (v)−
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

+αTr
(
VC L(v)(VC)T

))
.

(8)

To optimize (8), the Lagrangian function is employed as

L =
H∑

v=1

(
Tr

(
X (v)T

X (v)
)
− 2Tr

(
(VC)T U (v)T

C X (v)
)

− 2Tr

(
V (v)

I

T

U (v)T

I X (v)

)
+ Tr

(
(VC)T U (v)T

C U (v)
C VC

)
+ 2Tr

(
(VC)T U (v)T

C U (v)
I V (v)

I

)
+ Tr

(
V (v)

I
T U (v)T

I U (v)
I V (v)

I

)
+ αTr

(
VC L(v)(VC)T

)+ Tr
(
ϕ(v)VC

))
(9)

where ϕ(v) is the Lagrangian multiplier for the constraint
VC ≥ 0. By taking derivative of L with respect to VC ,
we obtain

∂L

∂VC
=

H∑
v=1

(
− 2U (v)T

C X (v) + 2U (v)T

C U (v)
C VC

+ 2U (v)T

C U (v)
I V (v)

I + 2αVC L(v) + ϕ(v)
)
. (10)

By applying the KKT condition (ϕ(v))i j (VC)i j = 0, the fol-
lowing updating rule for VC is obtained:

(VC)i j←

(∑H
v=1

(
U (v)T

C X (v) + αVC W (v)
))

i j

(
VC

)
i j(∑H

v=1

(
U (v)T

C U (v)
C VC+U (v)T

C U (v)
I V (v)

I +αVC D(v)
))

i j

.

(11)

Step 2: Fixing U (v)
C , U (v)

I ,VC and updating the uncorrelated
feature matrix V (v)

I for each view. It can be observed from
(7) that the optimization of V (v)

I is independent of the vth
view when other variables are fixed. Thus, only the following
objective function needs to be minimized for the vth view:

min
V (v)

I ≥0

∥∥∥∥X (v) −
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

. (12)
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When employing the Lagrangian function and the KKT con-
dition to optimize (12), we can update V (v)

I for each view as

(
V (v)

I

)
i j
←

(
U (v)T

I X (v)
)

i j

(
V (v)

I

)
i j(

U (v)T

I U (v)
I V (v)

I +U (v)T

I U (v)
C VC

)
i j

. (13)

Step 3: Fixing U (v)
I , V (v)

I ,VC and updating the correlated
basis matrix U (v)

C for each view. Similar to (12), the objective
function with respect to U (v)

C for each view is independent,
which can be rewritten as

min
U (v)

C ≥0

∥∥∥∥X (v) −
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

+ β
∥∥∥U (v)

C

∥∥∥
21

. (14)

The Lagrangian function is constructed as was in Step 1. Then,
its gradient with respect to U (v)

C is obtained by taking the
first-order derivative

−2X (v)(VC)T + 2U (v)
C VC(VC)T

+ 2U (v)
I V (v)

I (VC)T + β D(v)
C U (v)

C + φ(v) (15)

where D(v)
C is the diagonal matrix with the kth diagonal

element defined by (D(v)
C )kk = 1/(||(U (v)

C )k ||2), and (U (v)
C )k

is the kth row of U (v)
C . Using the KKT condition, we obtain

the update rule for U (v)
C as

(
U (v)

C

)
i j
←

(
X (v)(VC)T

)
i j

(
U (v)

C

)
i j(

U (v)
C VC(VC)T+U (v)

I V (v)
I (VC)T+ 1

2β D(v)
C U (v)

C

)
i j

.

(16)

Step 4: Fixing U (v)
C , V (v)

I , and VC and updating the uncor-
related basis matrix U (v)

I for each view. We have

min
U (v)

I ≥0

∥∥∥∥X (v) −
[
U (v)

C ;U (v)
I

][ VC

V (v)
I

]∥∥∥∥2

F

+ β
∥∥∥U (v)

I

∥∥∥
21

. (17)

Similar to the optimized approach in (14), the uncorrelated
basis matrix U (v)

I for each view can be updated by

(
U (v)

I

)
i j
←

(
X (v)V (v)T

I

)
i j

(
U (v)

I

)
i j(

U (v)
I V (v)

I V (v)T

I +U (v)
C VC V (v)T

I + 1
2 β D(v)

I U (v)
I

)
i j

(18)

where D(v)
I is the diagonal matrix and its elements are calcu-

lated following the same approach as computing D(v)
C .

Following these four steps, U (v)
C , U (v)

I , VC as well as V (v)
I are

alternatively updated and uncorrelated features are thus disso-
ciated from correlated features. When the objective function
converges, useful multi-view correlations in the subspace are
obtained. The proposed method is summarized in Algorithm 1.

It can be seen from Algorithm 1 that the proposed model
can couple the correlated feature matrix and the uncorrelated
feature matrix for each view together, which can be mutually
updated in the process of optimization. Thus, the uncorrelated
information for each view can be separated from the correlated
features step by step (not just at the initial stage), and more
favorable results can be obtained. These points of novelty bring
significant advances compared to our previous work [15].

Algorithm 1 CoUFC

Input: 1) Data for H views {X (v)}Hv=1; 2) The expected dimen-
sions of the common feature VC and the view-specific
feature V (v)

I for each view; and 3) The regularization
parameters α and β.

Output: The common feature VC , and the view-specific fea-
ture V (v)

I for each view
1: t = 0.
2: Initialize the common feature matrix VC and the

view-specific feature matrix V (v)
I , the corresponding basis

matrices U (v)
C , U (v)

I for each view randomly.
3: Calculate the weight distance matrix W (v) and it diagonal

matrix D(v) for each view.
4: repeat
5: Update the common feature matrix VC via Eq. (11), and

the view-specific feature matrix V (v)
I via Eq. (13) for each

view.
6: Calculate the diagonal matrices D(v)

C and D(v)
I .

7: Update the basis matrices U (v)
C , U (v)

I for each view by
Eqs. (16) and (18), respectively.

8: t = t + 1.
9: until Converges

10: return VC , V (v)
I for each view.

IV. ANALYSIS

A. Convergence

The objective function for CoUFC is not jointly convex with
U (v)

C , U (v)
I , VC and V (v)

I coupled together. Thus, we divide (7)
into four subproblems [i.e., (8), (12), (14), and (17)]. If the
convergence of the four subproblems can be proved, a local
minima of the objective function can be achieved by iterative
updating as presented in Algorithm 1 [33]. When update VC

with U (v)
C , U (v)

I , and V (v)
I fixed, the decrease of the objective

function can be proved by the following theorem.
Theorem 1: Suppose {U (v)

C }Hv=1, {U (v)
I }Hv=1 and {V (v)

I }Hv=1 are

fixed. When updating V (t)
C to V (t+1)

C by using (11), the objec-
tive function value of (7) monotonically decreases

H∑
v=1

((∥∥∥X (v) −U (v)
C V (t+1)

C − S(v)
I

∥∥∥2

F

−
∥∥∥X (v) − U (v)

C V (t)
C − S(v)

I

∥∥∥2

F

)
+ αTr

(
V (t+1)

C L(v)
(
V (t+1)

C

)T − V (t)
C L(v)(V (t)

C )T
)) ≤ 0

(19)

in which S(v)
I = U (v)

I × V (v)
I . t stands for the t th update.

Proof: Let P(VC ) be

H∑
v=1

Tr
(

X (v)T

X (v) − 2(VC)T U (v)T

C X (v) + (VC)T U (v)T

C U (v)
C VC

−2S(v)T

I X (v)+2(VC)T U (v)T

C S(v)
I +S(v)T

I S(v)
I

+ α(VC)T VC L(v)
)
. (20)
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Then, we can reformulate (19) to be

P
(
V (t+1)

C

)− P(VC) ≤ 0. (21)

To prove the inequality in (21), an auxiliary function about
VC is introduced from [17] as

F(VC, V̂C)

=
H∑

v=1

Tr
(

X (v)T

X (v) − 2(VC)T U (v)T

C X (v)

− 2S(v)T

I X (v) + 2(VC)T U (v)T

C S(v)
I +S(v)T

I S(v)
I

)
+

H∑
v=1

⎛⎜⎝ mc∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

⎛⎜⎝
(

U (v)T

C U (v)
C V̂C

)
i j(

V̂C
)

i j

(VC)2
i j

+
α
(
V̂C L(v)

)
i j(

V̂C
)

i j

(VC)2
i j

⎞⎟⎠
⎞⎟⎠. (22)

According to [34], the following matrix inequality can be
achieved:

Tr((VC)T AVC B) ≤
∑
i, j

(
AV̂C B

)
i j(

V̂C
)

i j

(VC)2
i j (23)

where A, B , and VC are non-negative matrices, and A = AT ,
B = BT . If A = U (v)T

C U (v)
C , B = In , in which In is an n × n

identity matrix, then we can get

Tr
(
(VC)T U (v)T

C U (v)
C VC

)
≤

mc∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
U (v)T

C U (v)
C V̂C

)
i j(

V̂C
)

i j

(VC)2
i j . (24)

If A = Imc , B = L(v), where Imc is an mc×mc identity matrix,
the following matrix inequality is obtained:

Tr
(
(VC)T VC L(v)

) ≤ mc∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
V̂C L(v)

)
i j(

V̂C
)

i j

(VC)2
i j . (25)

Therefore, we can achieve P(VC) ≤ F(VC , V̂C). When and
only when VC = V̂C , P(VC) = F(VC , V̂C). Moreover,
the optimal VC can be obtained by minimizing F(VC, V̂C). Let
f (VC) = F(VC, V̂C), we can see that it is a convex function
and it has a global minima. By setting (∂ f (VC)/∂(VC)i j ) = 0,
we can get

(VC)i j =

(∑H
v=1

(
U (v)T

C X (v)
))

i j

(
V̂C

)
i j(∑H

v=1

(
U (v)T

C U (v)
C V̂C +U (v)T

C S(v)
I + αV̂C L(v)

))
i j

.

(26)

If setting V (t+1)
C = VC , and V (t)

C = V̂C , (26) is equal to the
updating rule (11) for VC . Also, f (V (t+1)

C ) ≤ f (V (t)
C ), that is,

F(V (t+1)
C , V (t)

C ) ≤ F(V (t)
C , V (t)

C ), thus we can get

P
(
V (t+1)

C

) = F
(
V (t+1)

C , V (t+1)
C

) ≤ F
(
V (t+1)

C , V (t)
C

)
≤ F

(
V (t)

C , V (t)
C

) = P
(
V (t)

C

)
(27)

which means that P(VC ) is monotonically decreasing, namely
the inequality (21) is hold. Hence, Theorem 1 is proved.

Similarly, we can prove the updating rules for U (v)
C , U (v)

I ,
and V (v)

I are monotonically decreasing. Therefore, we can
show that the objective function value of (7) will converge
to local minima under the update steps in (11), (13), (16) and
(18), respectively. In the experiments, we will further verify
the convergence of CoUFC when tested on the real data sets.

B. Complexity

In CoUFC, we need to allocate storage buffers for the data
matrix X (v), the view-specific feature matrix V (v)

I , the basis
matrices [U (v)

C , U (v)
I ], the weight distance matrix W (v) for each

view, the common feature matrix VC , and the regularization
parameters α and β. The corresponding space consumptions
are O(dvn), O(mvn), O(dvmc + dvmv), O(n2), O(mcn) and
O(1), respectively. In total, the space complexity for V views
approximates to O(H (dvn+mvn+dvmc+dvmv+n2)+mcn+
1) ≈ O(n2).

The time complexity consists of five parts, corresponding
to the subproblems for updating VC , {V (v)

I }Hv=1, {U (v)
C }Hv=1,

{U (v)
I }Hv=1 and calculating the weight distance matrices

{W (v)}Hv=1. In each iteration, the time costs are close to
O(H mcdvn), O(H mvdvn), O(H mcdvn) and O(H mvdvn) for
VC , {V (v)

I }Hv=1, {U (v)
C }Hv=1 and {U (v)

I }Hv=1, respectively. Besides
the multiplicative updates, constructing the p-nearest neighbor
graph for {W (v)}Hv=1 costs O(H dvn2). Suppose that the updat-
ing process stops after t iterations, the overall time complexity
for CoUFC is approximately O(t H (mcdvn+mvdvn+mcdvn+
mvdvn) + H dvn2) ≈ O(t H mcdvn + H dvn2). Regarding the
existing state-of-the-art methods, the overall time complex-
ity of multi-NMF [23], multi-manifold regularization NMF
(MMNMF) [14], unsupervised multi-view non-negative cor-
related feature learning (UMCFL) [15] and adaptive dual
graph-regularized multi-view non-negative feature learning
(ADMFL) [31] approximates to O(t H mcdvn), O(t H mcdvn+
H dvn2), O(t H mcdvn + H dvn2) and O(t H mcdvn + H dvn2),
respectively. Herein, mc is dimension of common features and
dv is the dimension of the vth view. When the number of data
instances n is large enough, the running time of multi-NMF is
linear, whereas other methods are quadratic. This is because
MMNMF, UMCFL, ADMFL, and our CoUFC need to calcu-
late the graph Laplacian matrix. However, the extra time cost
will improve the effectiveness of the methods to some extent.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate CoUFC by clustering problem
as the compared methods [14], [15], [23], [30]–[32] on four
real-world multi-view data sets: 1) SensIT vehicle [6]; 2) mul-
tiple features,1; 3) ALOI2; and 4) 3Sources.3 The performance
is evaluated using three clustering metrics: 1) normalized
mutual information (NMI); 2) purity (PUR); and 3) accuracy
(ACC) [35].

A. Data Sets

We give a brief description of the four multi-view data sets
tested in the experiments in Table I.

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Multiple+Features
2http://elki.dbs.ifi.lmu.de/wiki/datasets/MultiView
3http://mlg.ucd.ie/datasets/3sources.html
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TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA SETS

SensIT Vehicle data set is collected from wireless sensor
networks in intelligent transportation systems, in which the
acoustic and seismic sensors are used to record the signals
of three types of vehicles. As presented in [6], we ran-
domly sampled 100 data instances for each class. Thus, there
are 300 samples with two views in three classes for the
experiments.

Multiple Feature data set consists of 2000 images in six
views for ten handwritten digit classes (0–9). Each class
contains 200 images. In the experiments, the 240-D pixel
averages, 216-D profile correlations, 76-D Fourier coefficients,
64-D Karhunen-Love coefficients, and 47-D Zernike moment
features are used for common feature learning.

ALOI data set is a collection of images with
110 250 instances for 1000 small objects. Similar to the
settings in [14], we select the 11 040 instances with two
views, RGB color histograms and HSV/HSB color histograms,
for 100 classes to do the experiments.

3Sources data set is collected from three well-known online
news sources, BBC, Reuters, and The Guardian. Each source
is regarded as one view on certain news events and presented
in text format. In total, the 169 stories that reported in all three
sources are selected as in [14].

B. Evaluation Criteria

Three popular evaluation criteria [35], including NMI, PUR,
and ACC, are employed to evaluate the effectiveness of
compared methods.

NMI, which uses information theoretic measure, evaluates
the effectiveness of clustering methods by calculating the
mutual information between the real cluster labels and actual
clustering results. It can be defined as

NMI =
∑c

j=1

∑k
i=1 ni j log

( nni j

n j ni

)√(∑c
j=1 n j log

( n j

n

))(∑k
i=1 ni log

( ni
n

)) (28)

in which ni j is the number of common instances in class (refer
to real cluster labels) j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c} and cluster (refer to
actual clustering results) i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. n is the size of the
data set, ni and n j are the numbers of objects in i th cluster
and j th class, respectively.

PUR is formulated as

PUR=
k∑

i=1

max j (ni j)

n
(29)

where ni j , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, and n are the
same to that in the definition of NMI.

ACC is a more direct measure to reflect the effectiveness
of clustering results, which is defined as

δ j(mi) = max(ni j ) (30)

ACC =
c∑

t=1

map(t, δ j(mi))

n
. (31)

Herein, δ j(mi) indicates the maximum number of common
instances in cluster i corresponding to different class j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , c}, and map(t, δ j(mi ) is the t th largest value for all
δ j(mi), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} with no duplication of corresponding
classes label j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , c}.

Higher value of NMI, PUR, and ACC implies that better
clustering performance is obtained.

C. Experimental Settings

Since NMF-based multi-view learning has shown the com-
petitiveness among existing methods, we compare CoUFC,
also an NMF based method, with them, such as: 1) best
single view NMF (BSNMF) [17]; 2) feature concatenation
NMF (ConcatNMF) [17]; 3) multi-NMF [23]; 4) multi-view
graph regularized NMF (multi-GNMF) [32]; 5) NMF-based
CLFL [30]; 6) MMNMF [14]; 7) UMCFL [15]; and
8) ADMFL [31]. In BSNMF, the single view NMF [17]
is employed to learn the latent feature for each view and
the best result is selected. ConcatNMF constructs the input
data matrix by concatenating the features of all views. Then
the NMF is used to learn the latent feature. Multi-NMF
extends NMF to multi-view data and regularizes the coefficient
matrices of different views toward a common consensus.
Multi-GNMF combines the graph regularized NMF [32] with
multi-view data to preserve the local geometrical structure
of data instances for common feature learning. CLFL uses
multi-NMF to learn the common latent factor and integrates
view-specific latent factor together for optimal representation
of multi-view data. MMNMF incorporates consensus manifold
and consensus coefficient matrix to preserve the local geo-
metrical structure of the manifolds for multi-view learning.
UMCFL projects view-specific features in each view and
correlated features across views into different latent subspace
with the constraint of local invariance graph regularization
for multi-view common feature learning. ADMFL extends
UMCFL with the dual graph-regularization of both data and
feature manifolds to model the distribution of data points in
the common subspace.

The parameters for these methods are all set to be the
same as that in their original papers. For example, λv =
0.01 for multi-NMF [23], λ = 100 for multi-GNMF [32],
β = 0.7, γ = 0.005 for CLFL [30] and λ = η = 50, γ =
1.3, u = 1.2 for ADMFL [31]. In [14], there are four kinds
of MMNMF methods. We select MMNMF-R-C which has
superior performance to the other three, for comparison. The
parameters are β = 2, γ = 1, and η = 1.

To evaluate the methods, K -means is employed to cluster
the learned features, and the NMI, PUR, and ACC values are
used to measure the clustering performance. For NMF-based
methods, we need to specify the dimension of the latent
subspace. To make a fair comparison, we set it to be the
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TABLE II

CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
ON THE SENSIT VEHICLE DATA SET

TABLE III

CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS

ON THE 3SOURCES DATA SET

same as the number of the classes (which has been shown
to be appropriate in [14], [17], and [32]) for all meth-
ods. Regarding the dimension of the uncorrelated feature for
each view in CoUFC, UMCFL, and ADMFL, the values
are selected through the experiments to achieve the best
performance on all data sets. Moreover, the parameters α and β
in CoUFC are empirically selected as in UMCFL to achieve
the best clustering performance as well. Since all the compared
methods depend on initialization, each experiment is repeated
20 times by random initialization and the average performance
is reported.

D. Results

In the first group of experiments, we validate the effective-
ness of the proposed method on SensIT Vehicle and 3Sources
data sets, containing uncorrelated items. Specifically, in SensIT
Vehicle, some noises caused by sensor faults are collected.
In 3Sources, the same story is usually represented by differ-
ent word vectors, which contain source-specific information.
Both the noises and the source-specific information are the
uncorrelated items. Therefore, we use these two data sets to
asses if our proposed method can truly deal with correlated
and uncorrelated features. The clustering performance of the
methods on the tested data sets is reported in Tables II and III.

It can be observed that, compared with single-view methods
(BSNMF and ConcatNMF), the multi-view methods (multi-
NMF, multi-GNMF, CLFL, MMNMF, UMCFL, ADMFL, and
CoUFC) can improve clustering results dramatically. Regard-
ing the multi-view methods, CoUFC significantly outperforms
other methods on these data sets. For example, on SensIT
Vehicle, CoUFC can improve the clustering performances by
15.7%, 9.5%, and 8.2% in terms of NMI, PUR, and ACC

TABLE IV

CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
ON THE MULTIPLE FEATURES DATA SET

compared to the second best method ADMFL on NMI or
MMNMF on PUR and ACC (see Table II), respectively. This
is because the view-specific information for each view is
integrated to the latent subspace for multi-view learning in
CoUFC. Therefore, by cross optimization, the uncorrelated
items can be removed from the correlated feature step by
step (not just at the initial stage), and promising results can
be obtained. Even though UMCFL and ADMFL can also
learn the uncorrelated feature and correlated feature together
[15], [31], they separate the uncorrelated information from the
common features at the initial stage only, and the correspond-
ing optimization of common feature matrix is independent of
the uncorrelated feature matrix. This neglects the mutual effect
between them, and thus some uncorrelated items still exist
in the latent common subspace. Moreover, we can see from
Table II that CoUFC has facorable standard deviation com-
pared to other methods, which indicates that its performance
is robust. Even if at the worst case, it is superior to the second
best method MMNMF on PUR and ACC or ADMFL on NMI.

From the experimental results on 3Sources data set, it can
be seen that our proposed CoUFC also outperforms other
compared methods, which once again proves that CoUFC is
suitable for multi-view data with uncorrelated information.
It is shown in Table III that UMCFL and ADMFL are
unfavorable for processing text data. They have much lower
clustering performance (NMI and ACC) than multi-GNMF
and MMNMF. However, CoUFC overcomes this problem
successfully. It achieves comparable performance in terms
of NMI and almost 7% improvement in terms of PUR and
ACC compared to multi-GNMF and MMNMF. Moreover, its
performance is robust during the 20 times tests.

In the second group of experiments, we validate the perfor-
mance of the methods on two widely used multi-view image
data sets, multiple features and ALOI, which are relatively
clean compared to SensIT Vehicle and 3Sources. The clus-
tering performance of the methods on these two data sets is
reported in Tables IV and V.

It can be seen when the data sets contain little noise,
UMCFL or ADMFL is a promising choice for multi-view
learning as well. As shown in Table IV, the performance of
UMCFL and ADMFL are comparable to that of CoUFC and
superior to other methods in terms of NMI, PUR and ACC
on the multiple feature data set. Also, CoUFC, UMCFL, and
ADMFL are more robust to other methods on the 20 times
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TABLE V

CLUSTERING PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS ON THE ALOI DATA SET

tests. Overall, there is not much difference in the average
performance of NMI, PUR or ACC for all the multi-view
methods. This is because the data set Multiple Features is
clean. However, our proposed method CoUFC is still the best
compared to other methods.

From the results on data set ALOI shown in Table V, we can
see that the multi-view methods, multi-NMF, multi-GNMF,
CLFL, MMNMF, UMCFL, and ADMFL, achieve similar per-
formance in terms of NMI, PUR and ACC. However, CoUFC
is much better than them, which once again verifies that
CoUFC can favorably separate the uncorrelated items from
the common feature, though only a few noises are embedded
in the data set.

In summary, the proposed CoUFC outperforms the state-of-
the-art methods on all the tested multi-view data sets. More-
over, CoUFC can get significant performance improvement on
multi-view data sets (SensIT Vehicle and 3Sources) containing
uncorrelated items.

E. Parameter Selection

CoUFC has two essential parameters: the regularization
parameters α and β. In this section, we investigate how they
affect the performance of CoUFC in terms of NMI on all data
sets. In the experiments, the two parameters are sampled and
tuned jointly to obtain the best performance. Fig. 2 presents
the results. It can be observed that, with increasing α and β,
the NMI value is stable at first and then decreases dramatically
on 3Sources. However, on other data sets, the NMI values
achieved remain relatively stable with different α and β value
pairs, except a rapid start on the SensIT Vehicle data set
and the Multiple Features data set. We greedily assign the
parameters to be [10, 1], [1, 0.01], [100, 1] and [100000, 10]
for the corresponding data sets (see Fig. 2) in the experiments.

F. Convergence Analysis

In this article, each subproblem is iteratively updated to
compute the local minima. We have proven that the subprob-
lems are convergent. Here, we illustrate how they converge.
Fig. 3 shows the convergence curves of the objective functions
on four tested data sets, in which the x-axis means the number
of iterations and the y-axis are means the objective function
values. The objective function values converge very rapidly on
all data sets, usually within ten iterations for SensIT Vehicle,
Multiple Features, ALOI, and 50 iterations for 3Sources.

Fig. 2. Performances of CoUFC versus parameters α and β on (a) SensIT
Vehicle, (b) Multiple Features, (c) ALOI, and (d) 3Sources data sets.

Fig. 3. Convergence curves of CoUFC on (a) SensIT Vehicle, (b) Multiple
Features, (c) ALOI, and (d) 3Sources data sets.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose a novel non-negative CoUFC
method for multi-view data. Different from existing subspace
learning methods, we split the latent features into view-specific
items and inter-view correlations in the subspace, and propose
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a new multi-view learning model. To improve its quality and
scalability, local invariant graph regularization and structured
sparse regularizer are integrated into the model. We further
develop an optimization algorithm to iteratively solve the pro-
posed nonsmooth problem with proven convergence. Experi-
ments on four real-word multi-view data sets demonstrate the
superiority of the proposed method when compared with eight
state-of-the-art approaches.
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